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Chasing a tornado outbreak in May 2019
and communicating directly with the NWS.
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Who are they for?
A few terms...
Where to put a station? The most important question!
How stations connect to the world?
Plug and play stations and their opportunity costs
Customizable stations and their complexity (and cost!)
Q&A

Note: This presentation is only a brief overview. My only intention is to give you
enough info to start thinking for yourself. Further research and experimenting
needs to be done on your part. Feel free to break in and ask me questions.

Who should consider installing a weather station?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Anybody interested in meteorology (so everybody reading this)
Skywarn spotters
Amateur Radio operators (APRS)
Agriculturally concerned citizens (farmers)
Livestock or recreational animal owners (horse farm, cattle, etc.)
Weekend warriors (those who irrigate their lawn or wish they had greener
grass)
Anybody with a lot of land or land in an area far from other NWS stations (if
you can get accurate readings, the NWS will use your data every day)
Anybody with remote properties (hunting cabins, beach houses, etc.)
Anybody that does not live at an airport (airports are where most official
observations are taken)

A few terms you’ll need to know
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Automatic Packet Reporting System (APRS)- one of the most robust methods of
connecting your weather station to the internet. Especially great at remote locations
where you do not have access to a computer and/or internet.
Citizen Weather Observer Program (CWOP)- public/private partnership of weather
stations that report ACCURATE (try to) data to the NWS and other institutions.
NWS Mesonet- a map from the NWS plotting all accurate stations in the country. Data
from here gets used realtime for severe weather warnings and after storm events for
storm reports.
Weather Underground (WU)- one of the most popular places to send your data to and
view it remotely over the internet anytime, anywhere
Integrated Sensor Suite (ISS)- coined by Davis, refers to the actual sensors and
transmitter outside
Console- the receiver and display unit in the house, usually where the barometer
measures atmospheric pressure
All in One Units- Weather stations where all sensors are mounted together
Remote Transmitting Units- Separated sensors that can be mounted independently
from each other allowing for proper siting and accurate readings

Where do I physically install my station? (siting)
●

●
●
●

Hands down the most important factor to consider. Putting it in the incorrect
location will give you readings that do not accurately reflect the actual
conditions you are experiencing at your location (rooftops get hot, buildings,
trees, and walls block wind and rain).
TL;DR put your station as far away from buildings and trees as
physically possible
Read this PDF from the NWS as it goes in much more detail with illustrations
I will not explain every little detail during this presentation. Feel free to ask me
questions during the Q&A or at a later date via email, phone, or radio.

You will most likely find yourself making a compromise because not
everybody has the space and height for a perfect setup.

Thermometer (temperature and humidity)

Rain Gauge

Anemometer (wind)

Do you have a
tower? Mount
your anemometer
on your ham
radio tower like
this ham in
Rutherford.

NWS

If you don’t have a tower yet wind
is high on your priority list, mount
the anemometer above your
roofline. Make sure it is at least 7
feet above the highest point of
your house to minimize drag or
upslope enhancements.

DO NOT mount an all in one unit
this high unless you plan on
climbing up a few times a year to
perform maintenance.

Limitations and Sacrifice
●
●

Extremely difficult but not impossible to follow all the guides
Prioritize your measurements - If you’re most interested in…
○
○
○

●

Temperature- mount it far from your house, 4-6 feet off the ground, far from anything man
made (asphalt, concrete, structures). Put it in the most wide open spot possible.
Wind- get it as high as possible - on your roof, tower, etc. 33ft is the official height.
Rain- mount it similar to the first suggestion but be super mindful of anything that would block
rain from entering - trees, walls, fences, the actual mounting system

But I’m equally as interested in all measurements! Stay tuned for the remote
stations

A few reminders:
1.

2.

Limited by radio range (line of site unless you use some repeaters). Don’t
permanently mount your station until you confirm consistent radio
communication to your console!
Stations need serviced. Batteries need replaced and anemometers & rain
gauges need cleaned of spider webs and bird poop periodically so don’t
mount anything where you won’t be able to access it at a later date.

A Note on Radio Range

My current setup at K3TLB’s farm has a >400ft path from the anemometer transmitter to the console and
>600ft path from the ISS transmitter to the console. I firmly believe you will not get such range on the all in one
units. If you need this range, I would only consider the Davis Vantage Pro2 because in the event you need
more range, you can purchase repeaters and yagis to get the signal where it needs to go.

Siting examples
(good
and bad!)

One of many weather stations at Beaver Stadium
This one is used to measure temperature and wind
at the field level to give an accurate reading of what
the players are experiencing. Data from this would
never be used for official readings!

Photo by Alex Yuan

This all in one weather station is
mounted at Penn State next to the
former UHF antenna for the
145.110 link for NWS. The
elevator shaft here will block the
wind and influence the
temperature negatively.

The new 145.110 link antennas. Photos by Alex Yuan

Not a bad setup!

Both stations sacrifice their
anemometers but will get
accurate temperature and
rain measurements because
the stations are 4-6 feet off
the ground and at least 4x
the distance as the height of
the surrounding trees.

Photos from the NWS Siting Guide PDF

The most accurate readings possible!
Anemometer is 33 feet off the ground (and 8
feet above the roofline!). This setup requires a
remote tranmsitter mounted on the barn as it is
far from the main weather station.

Thermometer and
rain gauge are in a
wide open field, 6
feet off the ground. I
would prefer they
be 4 feet off the
ground but I had to
make them higher
than the tractors so
they don’t get
knocked over. Photos of one of my actual stations. This is at K3TLB’s horse farm and it
gets used every day in making decisions about whether the horses
should be outside or stay inside.

Another example of optimum sensor placement. The white
all in one unit on the left has been in service for a decade. It
is 6 feet off the ground making it accurate for temperature
and rain measurements. The wind was never accurate
because it was too low to the ground so in December 2019,
an anemometer with remote transmitter was added to the
chimney on the right. The new anemometer sits 10 feet
above the chimney and about 10-20 feet off the roof. This
minimzes the effect from the ground and roof.

Photos of my actual station that has been running since I was in High School.

Photos and text from the NWS siting guide PDF

How do stations connect to the world?
APRS- no need for a
computer or internet but
added cost of APRS
radio and TNC. User
interface is not as
interactive as other
options. Great for
stations at remote
properties without
internet.

Weather Underground (plug and play stations)station consoles have built in WiFi which allows them
to connect directly to WU. Need internet and stations
are limited to all in one units so impossible to get
perfect siting. Most stations of this grade are not able
to be connected to CWOP or APRS.

Davis Weatherlink (2000s-2019)Requires a Davis station, an additional
data logger (interface between console
and computer), and a computer that stays
on 24/7. Unlimited upload options. Out of
date and replaced by Weatherlink Live.

Davis Weatherlink Live- Brand new in 2019.
Completely bypasses the need for an indoor
console. Built in receiver automatically
connects to internet via LAN and allows
upload to all services as legacy weatherlink.
No need for dedicated computer and no loss
of data during internet and/or power outage!

Meteobridge- 3rd party device that still requires additional Davis data
logger. Connects Davis console to internet via WiFi and third party app.
This was developed for people who don’t want a computer on 24/7 but
before WeatherLink Live was developed. I would not suggest this now that
WeatherLink Live is out.

Plug and Play Stations (All in One)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unable to list all stations. Go to Ambient Weather and browse their stations.
Look for symbols in the description to quickly determine what services they
support. (Weather Underground, Ambient Weather)
Easiest to set up and some can be extremely affordable
Can survive the elements for a few years before failing
Most of these do not put data to CWOP, only WU and Ambient Weather
Almost impossible to site these stations correctly because they are all in one
units. 4-6ft is great for temperature and rain but wrong for anemometers.
No APRS, very limited in customization

Davis Instruments
●
●
●

The first big jump in price but customizable, accurate, and durable. Many of
these stations have been tried and true for over a decade and still running.
Able to get online with APRS at a remote location
Data can go everywhere the plug and play stations go
○
○

●
●
●

PLUS CWOP, NWS Mesonet, etc.
CWOP is actively monitored. If your data is erroneous, it gets thrown out. This is why they
don’t allow most plug and play units due to the variability in readings, poor siting, etc.

Only 2 core stations to choose from (Vantage Vue and Pro II)
Both Vantage Vue and Pro II allow for remote mounting (proper mounting) of
anemometers with an additional transmitter
Sensors for everything including soil and leave moisture for agriculture

Vantage Vue (all in one)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All in one unit does not allow for proper siting
Can purchase a Vantage Pro II anemometer and transmitter
separately to achieve proper siting.
Longer range of transmission than the previously mentioned
plug and play stations
Rain gauge has a filter but still gets clogged with bird poop
Spiders consistently spin webs around the rain spoon and it
freezes up until it gets freed of webs
Solar powered with capacitors to run during times of cloud or
night
Backup CR123A battery for extended period of cloud or long
nights
Battery lasts a few months to a year or two

Vantage Pro II
●

●
●
●
●
●

Anemometer comes as its own unit not attached to
the main station. 40ft of cable allows you to mount it
higher than the main station. Can purchase a
remote transmitter and place it more than 40ft away
from the station
Even longer transmission range than the Vantage
Vue. Mine transmits over 600ft NOT line of sight.
Sharp bird spikes keep birds and their poop out of
the rain funnel
Heavier rain tipping mechanism (spoon or lever)
prohibits spider webs from locking it up
Same solar/capacitor/battery setup as the Vantage
Vue
Rated for the most extreme conditions compared to
all other stations mentioned

Some important things to think about...
●
●
●
●

●

Think about what you want to accomplish before looking at weather stations
Consider your location and mounting options. Proper siting is the most
important factor. Think about your priorities and their tradeoffs
How will you connect it to the internet (if at all?) APRS, CWOP, WU, etc. I
strongly advise against keeping a computer online 24/7.
How long do you want it to remain in service? I don’t know of any examples of
the plug and play stations operating for a decade. I have Davis stations that
are going for over a decade but they cost more
Once you install your station, do not compare your data to any other station
unless it is physically located in the same spot. Weather varies by location!
That’s the entire point of spending money on your own station.

Questions?

